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I have been privileged to walk in the footsteps of Marion Sulz-
berger twice in my career ^ as editor of the JID and as MacKee
Professor at NYU. At this 20th anniversary of his death, I want to
recall several lessons to be learned from Marion and his teachers
that continue to bear fruit into the 21st Century.
The NewYork Skin and Cancer Hospital was founded in the
1890s to care for patients that were being ignored by the medical
care delivery system of that time ^ patients a¥icted with diseases
of skin and skin cancer. In 1983, shortly before his death, Marion,
on the occasion of the Centenary Celebration of Skin and Can-
cer, described the founding of the hospital:
‘‘It was daring to establish a hospital to care for patients with
diseases of the skin. Diseases of the skin were regarded as stink-
ing, dirty, highly transmissible, and di⁄cult to treat and to nurse.
But it was even more daring for the new hospital to put the
dreaded word cancer in its title.’’ Words like cancer, syphilis and
gonorrhea were taboo in those days and never uttered in polite
society. Thus, the NewYork Skin and Cancer Hospital was the ¢rst
hospital in the United States to use the word cancer in its name.
The hospital prospered over the years as it moved from 34th
Street in Manhattan to the Bronx and then to a building at the
corner of 19th Street and 2nd Avenue, again in Manhattan. In
1947 Marion became the chief and in his memoirs he has de-
scribed the charge that his predecessor, George Miller MacKee,
delivered to him at that time ^ advice that still is valid today:
‘‘As you know, Sulzberger, you are now about to become the
Chairman of the Department and the Director of the Skin and
Cancer Unit. Remember that you will head one of the world’s
greatest dermatologic institutions. You are neither Jew nor Gen-
tile here ^ only the responsible Chief. And those of your sta¡ are
to be judged and treated solely according to their merits. Make
sure you visit each Section of this Unit at least once a week. Let
those working in each Section see and speak to you and you
speak to them. Get to know them all and observe their work.
Show no favors. And, Sulzberger, when you discuss papers at
medical meetings, get to the point ^ don’t insert a lot of rambl-
ing, theoretical digressions. Good luck, Marion.’’ Sulzberger rela-
tes that at that point MacKee handed him the keys to his o⁄ce and
to the building and walked out of the door without looking back.
Sulzberger went on to direct the Department for the next
13 years and during that time the Unit formally merged with
NewYork University School of Medicine.When the new Univer-
sity Hospital was being built by NYU in 1959^60,The Skin and
Cancer Hospital was asked to contribute about $1 million dollars
to its construction from the signi¢cant endowment funds that
had been built up by Sulzberger and his predecessors and from
the proceeds of the sale of The Skin and Cancer Hospital. An
acrimonious battle took place when the nondermatologic NYU
faculty opposed assigning space in University Hospital to the
dermatology department. University Hospital was originally
conceived as a facility for the private patients of the NYU faculty.
It was feared that these private patients would be ‘‘shocked’’ by
sharing facilities with the unsightly, indigent patients of the Skin
and Cancer Unit. Marion battled this inappropriate, prejudiced
argument and brought about a ‘‘compromise’’ in which the Skin
and Cancer Unit had a separate entrance on the ground £oor
of the hospital building as well as a deed to the dermatologic
space ^ our predecessors paid for the space and it will remain the
Department’s in perpetuity. Such an arrangement is probably not
possible today at many institutions, but Marion’s foresight assures
the continuation of the clinical facilities of NYU Dermatology
into the 21st Century.
We have recently faced a parallel situation with reference to the
dermatologic research activities at NYU. New research labora-
tories are being built by the School and the decision was made
that there was no space for dermatology in the new facility. This
time it was not because our experiments were unsightly or indi-
gent but because dermatology just doesn’t make it to the top of
‘‘Medical School Growth Agendas’’ in 2003. Taking a leaf from
Marion’s book, we have developed an agreement with the School
to fund an additional £oor in the building, again using the en-
dowment resources of the Department to support the construc-
tion.We are working to ultimately replace these funds through
development e¡orts.The research space will remain under the con-
trol of the Department of Dermatology permanently in the same
way that we already control the Skin and Cancer clinical space.
Thanks, Marion, for carving out the path for us and for those
who will follow.
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